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DEVELOPMENT OF USES SPECIFIC APTITUDE TEST BATTZRY S-68R82
1

for

REFINERY OPERATOR i(petol. refin.) 549.260-010

SUMMARY 1.

This report is designed,to provide the information required to evaluate the

Spesific Aptityde Test Battery (SATB) for Refinery Operator froethree points

of view: (1)_technical adequacyof the research; (2) fairness to minorities;

and (3) usefulnesa*of the batfery.to_Employment Service stpfrand.employers
in selecting'fhdividuals for training in Refinery.Operator positions..

Research demonstrated a statistically signiffcant and useful relationship
between 13roficiency as Refinery Operators 'and she follmAng Specific Aptitude

Test Battery:

Aptitudes
.-

N - Numerical Aptitude\
I.

S --Spatial Ap,titue

P - Form Perception
j-

Cutting Scores

85

,-- 90

85

Two sam les were use,d'in the research. The validation sample, on whichpthe SATB 4

was de elopedr consisted of 194 em,ployed workers (inclufling,41 blacks) fi.om 10

state . Data were collectea during 1974-1980. The*tests used were those of tne

General Aptitude,Test Aaetery (GATB. . Job proficiency was measured bST supervis

ratings.'
('

\ A second saMqe nfirmed or tross-validated the SATB. Thi s sample consisted ofy

1 03 Refinery, Opeftors. The same eXberimental'tests were'used;'the criterion, or
measUregent Of jdb.proficiency,'consisted of supervisory rat?ngs. The data were

collected in 1954 .

, .....'4

1 ? ,
--/ :

. .

'
.

No evidence,of..differencesin validity between bladks and nonminorities was .

founds, ,,The 'SATB was found toZbe faA to:blaeks.and nonthkaorities hsing several

definitgions.Of Eairness. Additidhal information is presented in Ehe Validity

of the Battery section and iAvendix 1; 4

'0

The SATB can be expected to 'produce
f
a Useful increase in the pr9portiovof

.
highl; proficient workers--; When,the SATB was*applied to the Validation Sample,

compoed of individualS who Were employed ahd tterefore considered competent,

an &crease from 62% to 72% in the proportion.of highIY prd-ficient workers was ,

found. 'Similar.resultS were found for the.croas-validation sample: A greater

increase can be expected when the battery is used with-applicants, as the range

of relevant abilities is wider ainong applicants than among employed 'aorkeA.

.
. .°
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Procedure

0

.
A concurrent design was used (test and criterion data were collected at about

the..mame time). Rata for the validation .sample were collected,during 1974-

1980.
q'

Job Analysis

A job analysis wai ,performed by observing'the !Winery Operators' performance
on the job andsby consulting with the Refinery Operators' s.uPervisors. On the

basis of the job analysis, ajob AellrFiption was prepared which.wa's used top'

select an experimental sample of. Refikery Operators who were performing those

_job dutieeand choose an appropriate criterion or measure of job performance.

At each loeation listed, under ACKNOWLEDGMgNT, the job`dueies were compared .

with the job description and found to be essehtially the aame. If Minor

Sifferences were found, the job dearription was,modified. the job desCriptiOn

'shown In Appendix 3 is the resUlt of this process and may be used to provide

information on the applicability ofthe test,battery resulting from this re-

search/ r

In the job anarysis, each job duty was . rated for.frequency of performance,

percentage of; time sperit, end level pf difficulty. Crittical job duties

were identified op the basis of thdse rting.

.
At each location at least one analyst rated the aptitudes a 4,trelevant, im-

pottant or critical to the performance of the job dutie53. A'synthesis of thes

ratings and their rationale follows:
°

G - General Learning Ability Required to.learn and underegtadd principles
and protedures af refinery operation. Re-

,
'quired"ta perCeive re1oria0 data present in
specification& and re,adj.ngs in order to

di'agnose-and portNt trouble.

P -.Fdrm Perception. ttequired to continuously dbserve instruments
.andsvecordingAevides for deviations from

4 ecifiadtionsA Required to prepare and in-
: set grpph p per into recording instruments

arld to accur tely adjust knob'S, dials and
0

z'

Levels. R uired to, make visual comparisons

ok prOduet with alar-. '

Q - Clerical Perception Required ,to:accurately obser:re and record

readings on instrruments and recording de-
vices, aneto accutately/compare'tabular
;data given in logs ands-ptables.-

-

M - Manual Dexterity Required`telmanip014ce knOps, buttons,
.

l
..

. switches Add evers oft4control panels.

p Required to- insertand adjust,charts,
. L..

.
graph paper,and tapes used in recording
devices. Requiredvp m nually opetate
vielves and manual dontrbls on units and
Auxilliary equiliment. '

7
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ExperLental Test Batteri ... f, .

1

The eXperimental testbattery consisted of-ell 12 tests of tfie GATB-1002B.
Information on the coMposition and developmental research of the'GATB may be'
found in the Manual for the General Aptitude Test Battery, Section III,. Develop-
mént, available from the Government Printing Pffice:

Validation Sample Description

The validation sample consisted of 194 Refinery Operators (12 females and'182
males) employed in companies in the North; South and West (see ACKNOWLEDGMENT)..
A total...of 55 were minority group members (41 blacks', 8 Hispanics, 3 Orient.als,
2 French Canadians, and 1 AilericAn Indian) and 139 were-nonmoinority geoup

_

members. ''The means and standard deviations for age, educationjand experi nce
of sample members are shown in Table 1.

Two employers p'articipating in the research used test's in their selection pro-

cess. The &pie Occupatipnal Literary Test, a measure of basic 'reading and
math skills was used by one emplOyer. The second employer used two tests, the
Survey of. Mechanical Insight and the California Capacity Questionnaite, hut did
not use the obtained scores to automatically eliminate any applicant. The

remainder of the sample was not test selected. All Refinery Operators had at.
least 6 months experience on a job which has duties similar to those found
in the job description in Appendix .3. Decriptive statistics for blacks and
nonminority subgroups are shown in Apkatfix 1.

Cross-validation Sample Description

The cross-validation sample consisted of 3 male refingu operators employed.in

the North. Data for this study were gathered in 1954, pi-Dor to the requirement
of providing minority group information. Therefore, ethnic group'composition

of the sample is unknown. The means and standard deviations for age,. education
/

and experience of sample members are Awn in Table la.

a
Ciiterion for Validation Study

.°

Thel criterion for the vi,lidätion sample consisted of supervisory ratings. The

immediate supervisor rated each worker. The ratings were obtained by means

of personal viSits b State test development analysts who explained the rating
procedure tO the supervisor§. Two ratings were obtained from each supervisor
with in interval of at least two weeks between the ratingb. Since sample mem-

bers' test scores are Confidential, supervisors had no knowledge of the test

scores nf workers.



. descript,lve rating scale was used. The:scale (see Appendix 3) consists of

;ix items. Five of'these items cover different aspects of job performance.

The sixth iteM is a g obal it,em on the Refinery Operators' "all-arOund" ability.

..;Each item has fiVe al ernattve responses corresponding to different degrees Of

o 'job proficiency: F2s-t1Te purpose of scot'ing thd'items, weights of 1 to 5.;vere

assigned to the:reiPonses. The total scote on the rating scale is-the sum-of .

the weights for the,six items. The possible range for,each rating is 6-10. -"

. .. .

...A'review of the job description indicated that.the subjects coveted by the rat;
ing scale were.directly related to important aspects of job performance. A ,

summary of these relationthips follow:. '

t

A Quantity of Wark: A Refinery Operator must work quickly and efficiently
to Make timeli manipulations of valves, levers; and othei control deVIces.

.

..P. Quality of.Work: The.work of a Refineiy Operator must be of high quality

to insure that the products and procigsses under his/her control meet strict-/-

quality and safety specifications.
. .

C -ACcuracy of Work: The work of a:Refinery Operator must be precise'in the
measure of many process variables in order to prevent loss of product or

.

the creation of hazardous working conditions.
'2 ;

D - JacKnowledge:. The work of a Refinery Operator requites the acquisition

,
and use of knowlege of the mechanical and chemical processes that are
initiated and monitored in the manufacture of refinery products-.

,

E - Job Versatility: The work of a Refinery Operator requires the capacity to
perform a va4ety of duties involved in the safe add effective operation of -

'a refinery. '

F - "All-around" Job Ability: A Refinev Operator's value to the employer in-

volves a combination of the aspects of job performance listed above..

A reliability coefficient of .83 wgs obtained between the,initiai ratings and 4

the reratings, indicating a significant relationship. Therefore, the final

celterion score consists of the combined scores of the two ratings. The possi-

ble tinge for the final criterion is 12-60. The actUal range ia 15=6D-. The

mean fs 42.1 with a standard deviation of 7:9-.---T1e relationshipbetween the

criterion and age, education and experience is shown in Table 1, below.

Table 1

Means, Standard Deviations (SD) 'and Pearson
Product-Moment-Correlations with the,Criterion (r) for

. Age, Education,and Experience"

Mean , SD

Age (
i

Ye s) 1 : 34.3 11.4 .07

Educatio (years) 12.6 f 1.7 .01

Total Experience 85.8 1 1.3

(months) .
.

t
. .

**Signifitant at the .01 level 9
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For the purpope of analysis, the criterion-distribution 4as dichotomiiednso as to
include, approximately one-third of the sample in the low criterion group and two-
tbirds in the high criterion group. This is the standard procedure for SATB

, studies. The.caterion tuttlng score was set at 39 which placed 38% in the'low
criterion group and 62%,in the high criterion group.

Criterion for the Cross-:validation Stndy

The criterion used in the cross-validat.ion study consisted of supervisory ratings
in/rank order. For computational purposes the ratings Were converted to linear,
sares and then averaged. The relationship between the criterion and age, education

, and experfence.is shown in Table la.

r TABLE la'

- Means, .Standard Deviations (SD),-And Pearson Prodvt-Moment
Correlations 'with the Criterfon (r) for

Age and Education

Cross-validation Sample'
N63

1

Mean SD

Age (years) 46.4 4.5 -t*142

Educatfon (years) 10 1 2.4 .236-
'4

Experience (months) 169.7. 53.9 .148 .

. ANAIXSIS

The intitial,step in the analysis is to Identify those aptitudes which show

some evidence of validity and job relatedness. This evidence can be:

1. Statistical evidence of the correlation (r) between the test and the cyiterion.

2. Content validity as evidenced by a rating of "critical" based on the job
analyais, or r,

3: Any combination of the following:

high mean."'

lo standard deviation (SD)

rating of "importanp" based'on the job analysis

Statistical results for the validation Imre are shown in Table 2.



( Tail 2
Rtatistical Results for Validation Sample

Aptitude

,N=194

Mean SD r

G r General Learning Ability 102.7 16.8 :23**

V - Verbal Aptitude 996 13.8 .07

N - Numerical Aptitude 101.4 17.4 .22**'

S-.. Spatial Aptituae 106.3, A.8.5 :21**

P - Form Perception 108,1 19.4 .10

Q.- Clerical Perception 112.4 15.6 : .19**

K M tor Coordination 103.6 194 , .06

F - Fi ger Dexterity 94.0 22.5 .11

M Man al Dexterity ,118.3 24.2 ,06

**Significant at the .01 level
0

Table 3 summartzes the qualitative analysis and.'statistical results-ilhown in

Table 2 and sfiows the Aptitudes considered for inclusion in the bateery:

TABLE 3

Summaryof Qualitative and Quantitative Data for Validation Sample

.

G VI1N
Aptitudes

S.'4,13 Q K F, M'Type of Evidence
Job.Analysis Ratinga

,

Critical,
Important
Irrelevapt

X X . . X

,

X

Statistical Evidence .

High-Mean
Low 6
Significant r X

.

X
X X

X- X

X

,X

Aptiludes Considereefor
Inclusion in the Battery

.,

X X X ,X X X
,

The information in Table 3 indicates that the following aptitudes should be

considered for inclusion in the b'attery: C, N, P, Q and M. The dbjective

ig to develop aibattery of 2, 3,or traptitudes with cutting scores at the .

point (a) where.about the samekpercent will meet the cuttA0 scores as the
percent placed 'in the high criterion group and .(b) which will maximize the

, Ar2

4 .

relationship between the battery and Or criterion.
Ye

The cutting scores,are set'at about one standard deviation below the mean'

aptitude scotes of the sample, with thedeviations at five point intervals
alpve and beldw these points to achieve the objectiVes indicated above.

A number of aptitudg,cutting score combinations,were valid.j t erefore;
the norms associated'mith Occupational Aptitude Pattern-30 (0 -30) were

chosen. The OAPs are based on data for 460 SAAse Information on the

developmentgl reSearch 'flof the' OAPs maY be-lound in the Manual for the General

Aptitude Test'Battery, ectiOn II-A, Development of the Occupational Aptitude
Pattern Structure,-,availab1e4rotpthe Government Printing Office-.



Thliselected battery is:

Aptitudes:.

N - Numerical Apti.tude

- Spatial Aptitude
P - Form Perception: ror

VALIDITY OF_THE BATTERY

Criterion Related Validity

Table 4 shows the.criterion related validity of the battery for the total

sample, blacks and norMinorities.

:TABLE 4

Cutting_Scores

85

90

85

6

41

C.\

Validity of BatteTY

Sample

'Cutting
N

High
Criterion

Group

Low
Criterion.
'Group

Below
Cutting
Scoies

Meetling

CutEing
Scores

-Chi. ,,,

squ4le
\

Signifi-
cance
Level
p124

,Phi'

Coeffl-
tient
.-

Below

Stores

Meeting
Cutting
Scores

Total

Black

Non-
minority

Cross-
valida-
tion-

194

41

139
,

63

28

5

21

2S

93

8

78

15

37 1
21

16

4)

17

'36

7

m 24

3

15.5

.3.7*

5.1

1.8

.0005

.025**

,

:025
..1

.

-

.05**

.28

.

.30

,

..1.9

,

.

17

*Yates' colrected ,
**Cqmputed using Fisher's Exact Probability Test

k

Multiple regression analysis was conducted between aptt,tudeb-N0*S and Ptand the
0

critrion. A multiple correlatdonkof ,27 (significant at the .01 levc1),was

obtained.

414.

Effettivenesa of the Battery
t

sa.

0T4. level of validity shown id Table 4 indi,cates it will be useful.in selection.

e - In the total validation sample, 62% were considered to be highly competent: Of .
,. , ..

A4 ,

those who met the cutting scores, 72% werd'highly competent, Which,is an increase
. .

of 10 percentage points over the existing selection metiliod.. These findinis'are ,,

shown in Table'5. . . .
,
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TABLE 5

Effectiveness of the Battery

.

,

.

'

SELECTION SYSTiM

.

.

NUMBER
SELECTED

COMPETENT
:cHIGH
CRITERION
GROUP)

MARGINAL
(LOW
CRITERION
GROUP)

.., .

VALIDATION SAMPLE' ''

Without Tests
WitA Teits ', .

,1Cross-IfilidationSample
Without Tests

,

. With Tests

.

194

129

63

18

121
93

43

15

62

72

.

6,8

83

73
36

20
3

,

38
28

32

17,_

The research iample consisted of employed workers on whom some selection
'hAd already taken place; presuMkbly_those workers who lacked the required
abilities had quit, .been fired, or had-Bee transferred,. Therefore, a
greater increase over existing ielection metho s n,ie propOrtion of com-
petent workers is to be expected when the battery is u sed .for selection,
as the range of relevant abilities is almost certainly gr'elter_among appli-
cants than Among employed workerA.

Subgroup Analysis

No difference in theyalidities for blacks end noniinorities was found for
this battery; the difference between phi coefficients for blacks and non-
minority group members for the validation sample:is not statistically Signifi-
cant (CR=,62).

rhe battery fair to blacks since the percent of both blacks and nonminori-
ties who met the cutting-scores approximated the percent who were in'the high
criterion groups; 37% of the blacks met the cutting scores and 32% were in the
high criterion group; 73% of the nonminorities met the cutting scores and 71%
were in the high criterion group.

Prior Battery

The previoutily va0dated norms for Refinery Operator S-68 were tested on this
validation sample. The original battery, validated in 1955,,is G-85, P-65,

M-65. This battery is valid for the total validation dimple (Phi=.29).

1 3



APPENDIX 1

5
Descriptive Statistics for Black and Nonminority Subgroups

Black
(N=41)

Nonminority
(N=139)

Variable Mean SD Range Mean EELIf

Aptitude'G 88.2 14.0 67-138 106.8 15.4 55-148

Aptitude V 90.4 11.7 65-123 102.2 13.2 68-137

Aptitu4e N 89.4 14.4 65-123 104.7 17.0 54-159

Aptitude S 94.0 15.9 68-127 109.6 18.0 58-160

Aptitude P 100.4 16.6 61-130,. 110.2 20.1 60-153

Aptitude Q 109.6 13.7 81-138 112.8 15.9 79-179

Aptitude K 105.3 15.6 60-155 102.4 20.9 25-146

Apt,tude F 89.0 18.0 37-147 . 93.9 23.3 31-147

Aptitude M 107.6 20.3 57-189 108.5 25.8 32-190

Criterion 37.3 4.7 25-48 43.4 8.3 25-60

Age 29.3 5.8 19-45 36.3 12.3 19-62

Education 13.3 1.5 12-17 12.3 1.7 6-18

Experience 38.6 35.8 8-08 71.7 77.4 6-361

(Months on
current job)

Total Experience
(months)

50.4 56.0 8-264 102.3 111.2 6-420

1 4

.5
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APP END I X 2

0111PARTMIINT Or LABOR 1ANPOWNIR .3400411111111TRATION

DESCRIPTIVE RAliNG SCALE
y-

SCORE

RATING SCALE FOR
D.O.T. Title and Code

Directions: Please read the "Sirggestions to Raters" and then fill- in the iterp&which follow. In making your
ratings, only one box should be checked for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS
a

We are asking.you to rate the job performance of the people who work for yoti. These raking* Will serve as
a "yardstick" against which we can compare the (est scores idthis study. The' ratings mustigive a true Picture'
of each worker or this study will have very little value. You should try to give the most accurate ratings
possible foi'each worker. ,

/
These ratings are strictly confidential and won't affect your workers in any wiy. Neither the ratiop nor
test scores of any workers will be shown.to anybody in your company. We are interested-only in "testing
the tests." Ratings are needed only for those workers who are in the test study.

__Workers who have not completed their training period, or who have not been on the job or unclej your
supervision long..enough for you to know hoW well they can perform this work should not be rated.
Please inform the test technician about this if yodare,asked to rate any-kuch workers.

Complete the last question cis& if'the worker is no longer on the job.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions oi some outstanding trait life& your judgment. Try,to
forget your personal feelings about the worker. Rate only on the work performed. Here are some mdre
points which might help you: ,

1. Please read all directiGns and 'the rating scale thoroughly before rating.

2. For each question compare your workers with "wprkers-idgeneral" in this job. That is, compare your
workers with other workers on this job that you have known. This is very important in small plants
where there are only 1 few workers. We want the rstings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested method is to rate all workers on one question at a time. The questions sk about different
abilities of the workers. A worker may be good in one ibility and poor in another: for example, a very
slow worker May be.accurate. So rate all workers on the first question, then rate all workers on the second
question, and so on.

4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's still. Howeyer, one worker with six months' experience
may be a better worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate one worker as poorer than
another merely because of a lesser amount.of experience.

S. Rate the workers according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or monlhs. Don't
. rate just on the basis of one "good" day, or one 'led 7 day or some single incident. Thinkin terms of

each worker's usual or typical performance.

6. Rate only the abilities listed on the mans sheet..Do not let factors such.as cooperativeness, ability to
get along with others, promptnets and honesty influenbe your ratings. Although these aspects of a worker
are important, they are.of no value for this study as a "yardstick" against which to compare aptitude
test scores. .

0

F.,
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NAME}OF WOAKICA (Frint) (14d) WWI

A t
SEXI MALE FEMALE

Company Job Title:

How.often do you see this worker
in a work situation?

0 MI the time.

0 Several times.a day.

0 Several timis a.week;

o Seldoin.

Cs

t

How long haye yoteworked with this worker? .

0 Under one month:

0 One to two, months.

0 Three to five months. ,

0 Six months or more.

How much can t1Iis worker get done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of time and to work at high speed.)
(If it is possible to rate only the quantity of work which a person can do on this jokes adequate or inadequate,
use *2 to indicate "inadequate" and 410a4 to indicate "adequate.")

01 I. Capable of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatisfactory pace.

O 2. Capable of low work output. Can Perform at a slow pade.

O 3. Capable of fair work oiitput. Can perform at an acceptable pace.
< ,.

O 4. Capable of high work output. Can perform at a fast Pace.

5. Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast pace.

How good is the qualily of work? (Woiker's ability to do high-grade work which m ets quality standards.)

O 1. Performance is inferior and almost never meets minimum quality standards.

O 2. Performance is usually acceptable but somewhat inferior in quality.

O 3. Performance is acCeptable but usually not superior in quality.

O 4. Performance is usually superior in quality.

O 5. Peiformance is almost always of the highest. quality.

C. How accurate is the work? (Wotker's ability to avoid making mistakes.)

1. Makes very niany mistakes. Work needs bonstant checking.

O 2'. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs mOra.checking than is desirable.

O 3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

O 4. Makes few mistakes. Work seldom nefr checking.- .

O 5. Rarely makes a mistake. Work almost never needs checking.

MA 7-66
Apr. 1973
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. How much dqes the worker- know about the job? (Worlier's understanding of the pnciples, equinent, materials
and methods that hive.to do directly or indirectly with the work.) '

O i Has rty limited knowledge. ,Does dot know enoulls to do the job adequately..

0, 2. Haglike knoWledge. Knows endugh to.get by.

O 3. Has moderate amount of knowledge. -Knows enough to do fair work.

.0 4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

O 5. Has complete knowledge. Knows the job.thoroughly.

How large a variety of job duties can the woiker perform efficiently? (Worker's ability to handle several different
operations.)

O I. Cannot,Siform different operations adequatelt

Ei 2. Can perform a limited (umber of different operations efficiently.

O 3. Can perform several different operations with reaionable efficiency.

o 4. Can,perform many different operations effickotly.

O 5. Can perform an unusually large variety of diffems.t operations efficientry,

F. colpting all the factors already rated, and only these factors,.how good is this worker? (Worker's all-around
abili to do:the job.)

O 1., Performance usually not acceptable.

O 2. Performance somewhat inferior.

O 3. A fairly proficient worker.

Cr 4. Performance usually superior.

O 5. Aii unusually competent worker.

Complete the following ONLY if the Worker Is no longer on the job., .

G. What do you think is the reason this person left the ? (It is not necessary tq shdw the official reason if you
feel that there another reason, as this form will not Asown to anybody in the company.)

O I. Fired becSiuse of inability to dc-the job.

O 2. Quit, and I feel that it was because of difficulty doing the job.

O 3. Fired or laid off for reasons other than ty o the job (i.e., absenteeism, reduction in force).

a 4. Quit, and I feel the reason (pr quitting was not related to ability to do the job.

O .5. Quit or was promoted or reassigned because the worker had learned the job well 'and wanted to advance.

4

4

OhdRANT-OR ORGANIZATION

go.
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APPiNDIX 3

JOB DESCRIPTION

S-68R82

JobtTitle

Refinery Operator (petrol. refin.) 549.260-010 4th Edition DOT tode

Guide for Occupational Exploration (G.O.E.) Code 06.01.03 Machine
0 Set-Up and Operation.

Job Suimmary

Petforms and mgy direct others to perform the work entailed in the
safe and continuous operation of dne or mdre batteries of refining and

processing units in vhich natural tas, crude or othetoil is distilled
.-arid processed into 41ich products as gasoline, keroSene, fuel and lubri-
cating oils, and liquified'or gaseous natural °gas, hydrogen and carbon

monoxide.

Work Performed

*Recervu specificationd and instructions in both verbal and written
form from supervisor and operators from the previous sift. Reads log

sheets,log books, records and test results and sets knobs, valves',
switches and lever_arms on-the control panel of automatic.regulatorg so
the proper combinatIon ol flow temperature, pressure,-vacuum, qme,
catafyst, Chemical and other process variables will product the ihquantity

and quality of product stipulated. Makes Some simple arithmetic compu-
,tations, occasionally figures a percentage or ratio and cane upon
knowledge of and e3cperience with plant operation in order to set controls
properly to achieve desired result. Turns, presseitior throws knobs,

buttons and'swieches on control'paneli which coptrol motor-acivatcedp
'valves located on the flow line,ef a unit in orlier to build up or shut

down the unit Manually operates Valves-on a unit or auxiliary equip-

.
mgnt controls under certain conditions and with cerrain,equipment

before, during and after unit operation. Inspects unit or section
of unit after shutdown; enters units sucb as stills or vessels and.uses
experience and portable gages tq make sure a condition exists that is
safe from explosionZfumes, acid, heat and burns so tbat repair, main-
tenance,-cleaners and other non-operating pergonnel may'proceed'to work
in or around it.

*Determines Ole presence and cause of trouble in automatic operation of a

unit: Observes continuously the reading of the inseruments so that

' tig4eratures, flows and pressures are always in balance according to
specifisations., Obtains check point.readings from meters connected with
fOced type gausisuch as thet&Rometers and piesgure gages at hundreds of
different poini7Bthroughout ehe units. Determines the location of



-46- I.
trouble by using experl:nce and knowledge to mediate between the indica-
tions On the control panels and the actual physical points of trouble in
the units. Action.rapidly'f llows a trouble determination and in s me
instances requires immedia movement through a Unit, up lad or Steps

an4, ap:Ing' catwalks to mar1ally operate valves controlling flow affected by
the trouble.\ Determines the reason for the trouble vpich mi.ght be: leaks,

blockages Or faulty valves inxilait; failure of pumps, compressors,
pre-heaters 60 other auxiliarY"eqUipment; volume, temperature, pressure or
characterisitb,s of flows entering one unit from another unit. Corrects
conditions cautling trouble when this can be accomplished by routine methodd
not requiring repair or maintenance. May discover trouble by the automatic

operation of signal lights on the control panel or the sounding.of horns
connected to the equipment. Reporti all cOnditions requiring even minor
repair or maintenance to the"-ailloervisor so thilt he/she may check the. .

condition.and order a work permit..

PerforMs related clericAl activities:, Observes and records, atIstated
time intervals, the re:sidings of.all inseruments on a daily log sheet.
Makes some entries in a log book which is maintained on,a permanent basis.

tnters' results of unit tests and laboratory,tests on the daily log sheet.

Mayifepar rolls, tapes, discs and Cikartg of graph paper used,in-ple

recording nstruments, some of which require lines to be drawn, figurgs

entered stierting points indicated. Ingerts prepared roll, tape, disc

or ciwts into recording instruments so that inking poinia'are in the

proper position to start recording. Reviewe log sheets, log Pook and notes

when starting.to work so that contiduity of operation will be maintained%

Reads and studies diagrams and sketches when hook-ups are changedrernew
procelees'or equipment are added. ,

. Patrols uni,,s regularly to check perations: M ntains close contact with,

and may di ct or coordinate work of, Firer, Gag r, Still-Pump Operator,

Toper and other helpers. May perform or asaist in the work of changing or

to change over pumps; oiling, greasing, and packing equipment, and'atanding
watch.at the small control boards in the furnace area and compressor room.
Make's sure that safety reg lations are observed at all times and that the
entire unit is always in s e perating condition.

*Tests produAs at prescribed iltervals: Opens bleeder valve ated:at

certain points in the units, sellls, tanks and on flow lines and withdraws

samples of liquid or gas into containe s designed for particular products.

Weighs gas for specific gravity on an analyqcal scale, and liquid for #

specific- gravity with a hydrometer. dbserves color of liquid products and

pompares with charts to determine whether Nprocessing is proceeding properly

with respect to imPortant factors meAurable by color. Forwards these and

other samplei to laboratory at prescrited intervals during the day. Re-

ceives results of some of the laboratory analyses within a short time

period the seine day so that.adjustments in the process may be made
immediately in order to prevent"waste of time and product.

*These job duties were designated as critical job duties beciUse they must be

performed"competently if the job is to pe performed in a satisfactory manner.

Refinery'Operators spend lbout 75% of- eir working time performing these

duties.
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